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SHIRBURNIAN.

No. CCCXLVIII. JUNE, 1924.

EDITORIAL.

VOL. XXXII.

OF the weather we will say nothing, save "Let bygones
be bygones." We will forgive it all if it holds fine

for Commem.

It may be news to large numbers of the school that a
new Political Society has recently been formed. As at
present constituted it consists of about twelve members of
the VIth Form, presided over hy the Headmaster; meetings
are held at intervals of ten days or a fortnight, when a
member reads a short paper on some subject of current
interest in politics, so as to provide information and material
for discussion. India furnished the subject for the first
meeting of the society on Wednesday, June 4th, and on
Tuesday, June 17th, a paper was read on the relations
of America and Japan.

We venture to express the hope that this society may be
<tn earnest of greater things la come; we 'ook forward to :J,
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day when interest in affairs of world wide importance will
be the concern of every member of the school. That this
day is yet far distant we fear is but too true,-for it is not
tobe expected that politics are highly attractive to many.
But the phrase we have used-"affairs of world wide
importance"-comprehends every important development,
scientific, literary, historical, and social, as well as political:
politics cannot be considered apart from social and economic
questions.

It is inconceivable that each one of us should not be able
to find some subject of interest under one of these heads.

But it may be asked how the activities of the present
society, so exclusive in its composition, and limited in scope,
can be thus extended. Indeed, we think little progress elm
be made in the direction of diffusing interest in the world
outside very widely amongst members of the school without
an initial advance on their part. It is always difficult to
instil interest in any previously unexplored field: and
frankly we are at a loss to suggest how it can be done save by
the common will of every individual. But only let it begin
and we are convinced that its growth will be rapid. That
it is important for us to be made aware much more fully
than we are at present that we form part of a vast and
infinitely variegated world, and to be acquainted with its
most pressing problems, we take as needing not to be
stressed. Our world is paradisal in the extreme: this we
would not have otherwise; far from it, for earthly paradises
are rare. But when the narrow limits of our little world
form the farthest horizon of our minds, surely this is not
right. It is dangerous.
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All that we have said thus far has been vague and very
idealistic. But whilst we can only urge the importance Gf
an interest in world events, we can offer a suggestion as to
how it may be cultivated, deepened, and diffused more
widely.

It will be agreed that debating does not exist in more
than name in this School. Is this not a great lack? Its
value is great; its pleasures are greater. The first need is
for some knowledge on subjects of general interest and
importance, and no more fruitful field for discussion is to
be found than politics, interpreted in the liberal sense that
we have used throughout. This knowledge need not be
great; it need not be understanding-acquaintance is
enough, if some few are found to devote a little time and
attention to informing themselves on such subjects as are
put up for debate, in the same ,,,ay that one member of the
Political Society devotes his time to the service of the
others by collecting and arranging relevant material in a
paper. The second requisite of a successful debate is
enthusiasm, which will soon overcome the shyness inevitable
to the beginner. Breaking the ice is always hard, but
never so hard as it seems, and the debut in debate is no
deterrent to an enthusiast.

We have made a beginning: we have an example upon
which to work. Debate and a lively interest in affairs of•
the world are each other's perfect complements. The
world's affairs are ours, and hold in store a pleasure that is
in no sense onerous. Surely we need urge no more a
subject which we have very much at heart.

N.B.-'Ye would welcome correspondence on this subject.
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The death of John Moore has called forth the deepest
sympathy from all connected with the school: this, which
needs no reiteration, we take the first occaeion of expressing
in our magazine on behalf of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Moore.

SCHOOL NEWS;

Congratulations to J. A. C. Grant on his 1st XI, and to
R. Eglington and ]. E. F. Rawlins on their 2nd XI colours.

The Senior Fives Competition was won by Whitham, the
Junior by de Ward, and the house doubles by Grant and Peddie
for Carey's. Congratulations to the winners.

SCHOOL OFFICERS.

Head of the School

School Prefects

Captain of Cricket

Captain of Gym.
Editors of The Shirbumimt

F. R. Cox

J. D. Lean
R. A. D. Fraser
J. A. Nunn
G. Peddie
G. H. WaIler
E. S. Warner
L. S. Sheldon
H. D. Latham
A. L. Spens

]. A. Nunn
J. A. C. Grant
R. A. D. Fraser
T. E. H. Panton
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C. W. J. KENT (d)-Junior Class Leader, L.·Corpl. in a.T.C.
J. C. B. THOMSON (a)-VIE, Trebles, L.-Corpl. in a.T.C.
V. B. THORNTON (a).

S. F. HATHAWAY (a)-VA, L.-Corpl. in a.T.e.
R. N. HAWES {g)-VB,Junior Class Leader,L.·Corpl. in a.T.C.
T. B. WELDON (a)-Jullior Class Leader, XXX Blazer.
R. E. N. WIGAN (c).

J. M. GIBSON {g)-IVA, L.-Corpl. in a.T.e.
G. A. STEDALL {d)-Junior Class Leader.
J. A. CAREY (d).

R. G. H. Z. SALMON {g)-IVB.
W. A. Fox {g)-Shell.

M. N. CLAYTON (f)-Ill.

-.J!-_~ ~

In memoriam.

CANaN E. W. GaODDEN,

VICE-CHAIRMAN OF THE GOVERNING BODY.
DIED MAY 19TH, 1924.

To the average boy in the School, the Governors
are a body of august individuals, mostly remote,
whose names are printed at the beginning of the
Roll Book, and whom they hear described as"\Vatch
ful Governors" every morning in the School Prayer.
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I
School House boys presumably think that they
"watch" the Headmaster, because three times a year
the School House reading room is closed with a
notice on the door "Governors' Meeting," and the
Headmaster does not come down to Hall for dinner.
The School House boys in fact see William carry
ing food and wine to and from the Reading Room
on these occasions; so that evidently the Head
master endeavours to propitiate his "watchers" by
the means universally recognised as most efficacious!

But whatever be the popular idea of the nature
and functions of the Governors as a: body, many
individual Governors are well known, at least by
sight, to large numbers of boys in the School: and
of these the best known for many years have been
the Chairman and Vice-Chairman,Colonel and Canon
Goodden. I t is certain that no school ever had
more remarkable good fortune than Sherbome of
this particular kind,-a pair of brothers, living in
close proximity to each other and within four miles
of the School, united with one another by the most
perfect fraternal affection and accord, and to the
School by an equal loyalty to public duty and
devotion to the School itself.

And now by a sudden blow one of this "noble pair
of brothers" has been taken from our midst. Perhaps
I may be allowed to repeat here the words in which
I have attempted elsewhere';: to express something
of our sense of loss. "The death of Canon Goodden
will be felt very keenly as a personal loss by a very
large number of people in every rank and walk of
life; but hardly anywhere more keenly than at
Sherborne School. He had been a Governor of the
School and Vice-Chairman for very many years;
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and it is not too much to say that he and his brother,
the Chairman, Colonel Goodden, had personally
supervised every detail of the administration of the
School property, buildings, finance, besides taking
the keenest interest in the work and play, the
concerts and prize-givings, and all the various activi
ties of the boys and their masters. Canon Goodden
was a frequent and welcome visitor at the School
House, always full of geniality and sympathy, with
a kind word for young and old, master and man,
mistress and maid, schoolmaster and schoolboy.
N a-one was so constant a spectator on the School
cricket field, where his friendly presence and keen
interest in the School matches will be sadly missed.
No-one took a more enthusiastic delight in the grow
ing prosperity of the School; his almost invariable
question, "Well Headmaster, how many boys in
the School this term? Can you find room for them ?"
was always a delightful prelude to a constant interest
in everything connected with the growth, the com
fort, the happiness of the Society and all its members.
The end of a long and honourable life, full of services
freely rendered to his fellow men, cannot be viewed
with unmixed sorrow-there is too much to be
remembered with thankfulness. But many of those
whom he has left behind will often miss his presence
and his voice as long as they continue to live and
work in the School which he and they have loved
and served together."

N.C.S.

* Western Gazette, May 30th.
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MR. JOHN CUTLER, K.C.

[JUNE,

I

Mr. John Cutler, K.C., of Addison Court-gardens,
Blythe Road, W., and of Lincoln's Inn, an authority
on patent and trade-mark law, a Bencher of Lincoln's
Inn, and for some years Professor of Law at King's
College, London, formerly editor of the Theatrical
and 1IIusical Review, who died on March 19th, aged
85, left unsettled property of the gross value of
£20,421, with net personality £20,251.

He directed that his remains should be cremated,
and that special precautions should be taken to see
that life is extinct before such cremation, and he
gave five guineas to the medical man taking such
precautions. Subject to his wife's life interest, he
left :-

£110 to the Baristers Benevolent Society: and
the ultimate residue as to one-half to King's College
School, Vv'imbledon, S.W. (where he was educated),
for John Cutler Scholarships, for which the sons of
clergy of the Church of England shall be preferred,
and one-half to Sherborne School, Dorset (of which
his grandfather was formerly a headmaster), for
similar John Cutler Scholarships, for which the sons
of barristers shall be preferred.

Like many another famous lawyer, he omitted
certain essential requirements in the making of his
own will, and affidavits were required in respect of
certain alterations and interlineations in the will,
and of the misquotation of a date in the codicil

. before the documents could be admitted into probate.

(Reprinted.)
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SIR NATHANIEL HIGH MORE.
The Times, Apri119th, 1924.

Sir Nathaniel Highmore, G.B.E., K.C.B., who
died on Wednesday at his residence at Worcester
Park at the age of 79, was a Civil servant of
exceptional distinction. He rendered valuable
service during the war, and his books on the revenue
laws, especially the Excise, stamp, and Customs
laws, rank as standard works.

The second son of William Highmore, M.P., of
Sherborne, Dorset, Nathaniel Joseph Highmore
was born on November 13th, 1844, and was sent to
Sherborne. Entering the Inland Revenue Depart
ment at the age of 20, he was called to the Bar by
the Middle Temple, and became assistant solicitor,
Inland Revenue, in 1890. In 1903 he was made
solicitor for his Majesty's Customs, and in 1909
solicitor for his Majesty's Excise, retiring in 1913,
when he was creat~d K.C.B. He had been knighted
in 1907. He was on the panel of chairmen of
Courts of Arbitration under the Conciliation Act,
1896. When the war broke out he resumed duty
at the Custom House as representative of the Board
of Customs and Excise on the Committee on Trade
with the Enemy. From 1915 till its close in March,
1919, he was secretary to the \iVar Trade Depart
ment, and in 1920 his services were recognized by
the honour of G.RE.

Sir Nathaniel married in 1881 Annie Louisa,
daughter of John Lane Cutcliffe, J.P., of Stoke
Damerel, Devon, and had one daughter.

An old friend of his writes :-
"It is 34 years since I, at the start of my career,

first met Sir Nathaniel, then an assistant solicitor
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at Somerset House, so there are few men now in
the Civil Service who knew him so well as I. His
industry and perseverance were wonderful, his
knowledge of law was profound, and we had implicit
confidence in his sound judgment. Besides these
qualities, he had an extraordinary gift of avoiding
pitfalls and of helping out those unwary ones who
had themselves faJlen into some pitfall. Although
his career in the law was so distinguished, I have
often thought he would have been equally successful
as a diplomatist. But at a time like this one recalls
chiefly those more personal qualities which won the
affection of his staff as well as their respect. His
invariable courtesy, his command of temper, his
readiness to explain and teach, the wholehearted
way in which he strove to help those who tried to
serve him well-all these things and his kindly
nature will give him a lasting place in our memories
and affections.

FREDERICK JOHN LEAN (1871-192f).

At Sherborne 1886-1888 (Wood's).

By F. J. Lean's sudden death Sherborne has lost
one of her most truly good and loyal sons. He was
greatly interested in everything that affected the
School's welfare and among the -foremost on all
occasions to give practical help. There was in him
a possibly unusual blend of extreme strenuousness
with a sense of humour, of charming simplicity, with
a keen business acumen.

A man of exceptional geniality and warm-hearted
ness, he will long be remembered with affection by
the large number of friends who mourn his premature
end.
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MUSICAL SOCIETY.

21 5

The Easter Concert was given on the last day of last term.
March 31st. This concert is traditionally the most important of
all, and on this evening it did not fall below the level of its
eminent predecessors. We are glad that Mr. McKinnell should
have finished with Sherborne in so satisfactory a fashion, and
the choir evidently enjoyed the performance and were thoroughly
alive. The expenses for professional help were the heaviest
since Sullivan's Golden Legend was sung in Canon Young's
time, but Heaven forbid that we should mar Elgar's dramatic
and delightful work with sordid details.

The whole concert consisted of Scenes from King Olaf, and
the School, if they do this reporter the honour to read his
remarks, should note that it is the composition of Sir Edward
Elgar. We have observed .that even when the music is enjoyed
the name of the composer is as much ignored as the architect's
name usually is in some notable building.

And the music of Elgar was really enjoyed in this concert.
A silence profound, but not that of sleeping or bored listeners,
was kept throughout. I t was remarkable and not too common.

Of the professionals, the bass soloist was good and the tenor
adequate or good; the soprano perhaps less pleasing. Miss
Wilson Ewer was splendid as usual. The choir sang with
wonderful spirit, especially the trebles, and with good
articulation. They once or twice approached chaos, where the
composition became violent in its energy and by no means easy
to sing, but the voices and instruments generally gave us
sustained pleasure, though they took us (or because they took us,
shall we say?) far away from Sherborne, bringing to us murmurs
and scents of the infinite sea.

The work was not sung entire and could not be, and of
course the" plot suffered from some obscurity in consequence.
Few were aware exactly how certain astonishing things
happened. The great chorus of the death of Olaf was
unequal, but the close of it produced some of the best singing
of the evening. In the Epilogue we were delighted with our

,
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old friend' As torrents in Summer,' and nothing could have
been more impressive than "the strain of music which ends the
tale, the low monotonous funeral wail, that with its cadence
wild and sweet, makes the long Saga more complete."

Programme:

SCENES FROM THE SAGA OF

KING OLAF.

Words by H. W. LONGFELLOW and H. A. ACKWORTH.

Music by EDWARD ELGAR.

MISS ODETTE DE FORAS.

MR. TOM PURVIS.

... MR. KEITH F ALKNER.

... MISS WILSON-EwER.

... MR.].]. McKINNELL.,
Soprano

Tenor ,.

Bass

Leader of the Orchestra

Conductor

Carmen { E.M.Y.
L.N.P.

MISS ELSIE HALL'S PIANOFORTE RECITAL.

A Pianoforte Recital was given by Miss Elsie Hall in the
Big Schoolroom on Tuesday, 13th May, and was attended by
a very large number of the boys. Her playing of the very first
item of her programme (Brahms' Variations an::! Fugue on a
Theme by HandeI) proved her to be a consummate with a
flawless technique and excellent powers of interpretation. The
three pieces by the Russian composer, Medtner, were
interesting even at the first hearing, but the enthusiasm of the
audience reached its highest pitch after her charming renderings
of Chopin's Study in A flat. Op. 25, No. 1, and very beautiful
Choral Prelude of Bach. The other Chopin items--Study in
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F mi., Op. 10, No. 9, ~nd Impromptu in F sharp-though not
making so strong an appeal to the audience, were beautifully
rendered. The complete programme was as follows :-

1.

2.

Variations and Fugue on a theme by Handle

Three pieces (a) Fairy Talein B flat minOr}
(b) Improvisation .
(c) Danza Festiva ..

Brahms.

Medtner

Liszt.

Bach.

Rachmaninoff.

A.E.T.

3. Study Op. 10, No. 9
Study Op. 25, No. 1
Impromptu Op. 36

4. Au bard d'une source

5. Choral Prelude {arr. by RummeI}

6. Prelude in D minor

MRS. GAY.

I Chopin.

We have not, for many years, had so much sickness or such
uncomfortable weather as this year; and, as if to shew that
Dame Fortune has a real grudge against us, this is the moment
when we are deprived of the comfort of Mrs. Gay's ministrations
and her cheerful presence among us. For after many years of
inestimable service Mrs. Gay felt compelled, by family
circumstances, to resign her post at the end of the Lent term.
She came first to assist in nursing an epidemic at the
Sanatorium in 1888; she stayed on as Matron at the School
House for ten years (1889-99). She then became Matron at
the Sanatorium, but after three years resigned in order to nurse
her father. In 1912 she returned to the Sanatorium once more.
Hundreds of Shirburnians have been nursed by her, and there
can scarcely be one who has not a lively recollection of her
kindness and unaffected charm: and hundreds of patients, to
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say nothing of the Housemasters and their wives, are thankful
for the perfect care which she bestowed upon all the boys who
passed through her hands. It is morally unorthodox to say of
anyone that no selfish thought ever entered their head: but
there are some people of whom one cannot believe less than
that, if ever they have a selfish impulse, they crush it with
remorseless severity; and Mrs. Gay is one of these. Many of
the numberless friends combined to give her a leaving-present
in the hope of increasing the comfort of her retirement; and we
are asked to convey to them her most grateful thanks; but it
is certain that everyone of the contributors feels still in her
debt. \Ve extend the most cordial welcome to her successor,
Miss Turner Morris, in confidence that she will carry on the
tradition of the Sanatorium as a home of happiness as well as
of nursing: and we are sure that she will appreciate the
sincerity of our goodwill when we do not attempt to disguise
our affectionate regret for our old friend.

[As the writer of the following article will not be known to
large numbers of Shirburnians, we would say that he is an
American undergraduate from Oxford, who (as his words
betray) has travelled widely to see the schools of different
nations. In view of his enviable knowledge of schools, other
than our own, we invited him to write a letter for publication
in the Shirbumian on the occasion of his visit last term.]

Toc H, Mark VII,

15, Fitzroy Square,
London, W.!.

March 26th, 1923.

To the Editor of the Shirbumian,
School House, Sherborne, Dorset.

Dear Sir,
The third or fourth most interesting place on earth is a horse

ranch. The most interesting place is a boy ranch; and luckily
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boy ranches have been rather in my line, so far as sightseeing
is concerned, for the past year or more. \Vhen the Shirburnian
starts writing about Sherborne-probably in his first letter
home-he inevitably compares it with his prep. school, or what
ever school he last knew. And for the same reason, when you
asked me Monday morning for a note on my impressions there,
a mob of polyglot school boys rushed jostling into my mind,
pushing each other about most shamefully as each one tried to
get in front, yelling in various languages. "Is Sherborne like
Bischofstein ?" "like Wyckersdorf ?" "like Cairo ?" "Beyreuth?"
" Corinth ?" "Are Sherborne boys like us in Constantinople?"
" in Daytona Beach?" "in Rome?"" in Prague?" "Don't
the Sherborne masters squat cross-legged on the floor, with
becoming dignity, like our sheikhs in the mosque? Do you
mean they often stand up or walk about like a water pedlar in
the bazaar? What! English boys come into a form room
without their tarbooshes? And they don't take off their shoes
at the door? "

Then an Indian boy from Shantiniketan, in the school of
Rabindranath Tagore, on hearing that Shirburnians are often
still in bed two hours or more after dawn, turned away with a
silent shrug which seemed to say, "what a lazy crowd they
must be !" A German boy from a rather old fashioned school
looked on in wide-eyed astonishment as two sons of respectable
English gentlemen strolled across the court from the new gate
into the cloisters-right in sight of a master-with their hands
in their pockets! "And they claim to have manners in a
Public School!" he snorted. \Vhen he saw another, being
introduced to the mother of a friend, shake hands with the lady
without clicking his heels together, he gave up all hope. Next
an American chap, seeing a Sherborne hat, nudged his fellow,
murmuring, " What does he think this is,-August? Pipe the
straw lid." Another, eyeing a treble from the choir, chuckled
with condescending tolerance, "Look at that silly little fool
trying to show off-wearing long pants before his voice has
changed."

So you see how one's observations depend on one's mental
background at the moment. If I had been in an intensely
American frame of mind at 10.45 Saturday morning, I should
have been deeply impressed by the drooping braces (only,
being in an American frame of mind I must needs have called
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them suspenders), draped over the hips of boys at P.T. For
in America such means of support are reserved for the aged,
for factory workers or farmers on the job, and for evening dress.
The school boy wears a belt, except in backwoods areas.

But coming from any land, even France, where one hears
" Monsieur" rolled lusciously under the tongue so constantly,
one cannot help being overawed by the amazing facility
and rapidity with which the word " Sir" is pronounced by an
English Public School boy. I would back a single dormitory
of Shirburnians against a picked team three times the size from
all the schools of the Northern hemisphere outside England,
in a contest to see who could pack in the greatest number of
.. Sirs "-or equivalents in other languages-per cubic second
over an extended period of time. One's ears were peppered
with " sirs," on the rounds of a junior dormitory just after nine
p.m., which whistled by like bullets or twittered and chirped
and warbled and gurgled like one of the rills of Lodore. In
the upper forms they were statelier. One boy, for instance,
not too sure of his prose, prologued his explanation to the
impertinently inquisitive master by chanting" sir" six times
in succession, in solemn ritual; with long expectant pauses
between, which raised one's anticipation of more explicit terms
to follow. They reminded me of the first leisurely steps of my
Egyptian dromedary, slowly and deliberately planting one foot
after another a few inches further to Westward, sedately
snining the mysterious airs from the rolling sea of sands we
were about to explore, as I started out a few weeks ago from
the Nile for a day's ride into the Lybian desert. A barefooted
Egyptian boy, Abdul Ahmed, wearing a straw colored turban
wound over a little red skull cap much like a Sherborne house
cap in shape, and a long flowing night shirt called a galabeah,
handed up the nose rope and trotted along behind to administer
a sort of prefectorial encouragement with a pepper cane.

A few days later I visited one of the largest schools in the
world, where about 10,000 boys, I'm told, are being prepared
for Government offices, public life, &c. But there one had to
be far more courteous than at Sherborne. A graybearded
servitor at the gate, one of whose distasteful duties is to teach
ill-bred foreigners their manners when they enter this, the
greatest centre of Moslem culture, displayed magnificent self
control in suppressing his disgust as I planted one foot across
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the threshold-straight from the dust of the sootch and market
place. " Stop!" he gasped, pushing me back, while an
attendant fetched an armfuL of big loose slippers which are
intended to be tied on over the shoes of Europeans-for a
consideration of appropriate baksheesh. The entire supply of
the mosque, however, being unable to produce a pair large
enough, I stooped and took off my shoes, like the polite moslem
I was fast becoming. And never afterward would I allow a
pair of those floppy things to be bound on over shoes j for the
cool luxury of Egyptian carpets or even of rush mats can be
enjoyed only by bare, or at most by stockinged feet.

This was the great mosque of Al Azar in Cairo. In the open
cloisters around the great fountain court squatted a dozen
groups of younger boys, ten to thirty in a bunch, on mats of
Papyrus. In the centre of each form sat a master, or Sheikh,
dignified and crosslegged, with a gown, not of black-like so
many Russian crows-but of rich green olive, or the soft
creamy brown of the desert under the purple hush of sunset, or
of the deep calm blue of star spangled heavens over the Nile
at midnight. And above the leathern brow of each sheikh one
saw, not a crude, stiff, flat, square thing like that which crowns
certain school masters in more barbarous countries, but a pure
white halo of linen (or cotton) folds, twining in three round
coils, white as the board of the Caliph, and smooth as the necks
of Syrian doves. And from the centre of each white turban,
flaming as from its very heart, burned the deep red of
courageous loyalty and self-sacrificing devotion to the prophet
of Allah. The boys listened to a lecture, or rocked back and
forth rhythmically chanting and memorizing the inspired words
of the Koran.

In the interior of the mosque, where senior classes were in
progress, a handsome fellow of about eighteen rose from a
group on a carpet to show me around and explain the work.
Unfortunately my Arabic, limited to seven words, was
inadequate to what would have been his most eager and
charming conversation. And as English was acquired chiefly
by hotel-keepers, dragomans, and politicians who wished to
curry favour with a proud young upstart of a nation on a little
island off the North-west coast of Europe, we had recourse to
French, at which my friend was perhaps a trifle more fluent
than a boy in VIa would be in Greek or Latin conversation.
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He showed me a beautiful library, which served also as
museum and laboratory, the walls of which, as usual, were
encrusted with mosaics of multi-coloured marbles, pearl, and
semi-precious stones. I was glad to learn that no fees are
charged, and students who wish-for Al Azar is both school
and university-may sleep on the floor of the mosque, and are
given a dole of bread. There are of course no playing fields,
save the Arabian desert-which is within a few minutes walk.
But if it came to steeplechasing-most English boys would
find it hard to keep up with an Egyptian lad who trotted
behind my donkey for three hours one morning near Assuan,
and three hours again in the afternoon. No, the long night
shirt doesn't bother him. He picks up the front hem between
his teeth-appearances don't matter-and arrives.

Bur you might contrast all this with the School of Prince
Max of Baden, at Schloss Salem, near the shores of Lake
Constance. His Highness, wanting a better school for his son,
Prince Berthold, has collected some interesting masters and
mistresses trained in various countries, and has turned over the
enormous old palace and estates for the boys and girls. Hockey
and football are coached by an Oxford man. Javelin throw is
featured. And carpentry, black-smithing, leather work, and
other crafts are taught in addition to the ordinary subjects
yet there are no shops for these things on the premises.

The prince thinks it better for the boys to scatter on certain
afternoons to artisans, shops within a radius of four miles
often going on cycles-to learn the crafts under actual working
conditions, as if they were apprentices. He wants the boys to
keep in touch with the work-a-day world outside while they
are still in school, and as boys from the community are in
return given tuition at the palace, he finds this reciprocal
arrangement helpful in connecting the school with the
community.

One could chat endlessly about boy ranches,-ofWyckersdorf,
up in the cedar woods of Thiiringen, where everybody gets out
at 6.20 in the morning for a fifteen minutes run on Dauerlauf,
and assembles, after a bath, for a Bach fugue on the piano
before breakfast, where masters and boys vote as equals on all
matters of school discipline, and where the boys, with no lack
of respect, quite naturally address their headmaster by his
Christian name; or of Schulpforta, an Abbey School founded
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in the 12th century, and still running very much as an English
public school, prefects and all, bnt where every new boy is
assigned for his first two or three years to an elder boy who
looks after him, in manners, games, and books,-tries to find
out his talents and see that they are developed, and where, in
case a junior boy is slack, his fag master may receive the cane;
and of Prague, where boys wanting to go on with University
work, and finding no accommodations, set to and with their
own hands built a whole colony of very comfortable houses,
making the most of a grant of funds from the Czecho-Slovakian
government, and ruling that for the first year no boy should be
allowed to live in the buildings who had not put in at least 200
hours of work on their construction.

But if you ask what most impressed me about Sherborne,
you who read this-stop and think, deep down, why you are
glad that you came to this particular, peculiar school. Your
answer will probably be made of faces, of the names of boys
and masters, of how they get on with one another, of Gothic,
of the smell of flannel shorts and gym. shoes and pigskin, of
green fields, and rags, and a thousand things which vague and
and inarticulate writers call" atmosphere." These are the
things which made me long to give Sherborne to hundreds and
thousands of boys in South America, and Africa. and Asia.
Educators in China and India, with a paltry 750,000,000 to
think of, are especially keen to get better schools, and many of
them there, as elsewhere, say that English and American school
boys can help them better than anybody else in the world-if
we will.

If any of you would care to hear more about it, drop me a
line to 25, \Varneford Road, Oxford,-or, till April 25th, to
Toe H Mark VII, 15, Fitzroy Square, London, \-V.I.

Sincerely yours,
ARTHUR P. l\100R.

SPORTS, 1924.

It was decided for various reasons to hold the Sports in the
Easter Term. This made it necessary to do away with one of
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the Cross Country races, and accordingly it was arranged that
in the Senior Steeplechase not more than five competitors might

. enter from anyone House. The first three men home from
each House counted as the House team for the Point-ta-Point
cup. The senior and junior races were run on March 22nd,
near the top of West Hill. The results were :-

Senior. Bryan-Daunt, 1: Peddie, 2: Sharpe ma., 3. Won
easily. Time, 12 min. 8~ sec. Course-about 1 mile 7
furlongs.

Point-ta-Point Cup. Carey's, 1 (placed 2, 3, 5, = 10 points) :
Elderton's, 2 (4, 8, 13, = 25 points): School House "A" and
Bensly's, 4 (36 points).

Junior. Kreyer, 1; Milligan mi., 2; West, 3. Time,
10 min. 8i- sec. Course-about 1 mile 1 furlong.
Fladgate actually arrived first, but was unlucky in being

disqualified for accidentally cutting a corner. He tried in vain
to atone for this by subsequent detours.

The remaining events were held on March 15th (Mile), 25th
and 27th. Weather conditions were fair, warm with a little
rain on March 25th, and rather cold on the 27th. The going
was fairly heavy. In the circumstances several of the times
were decidedly promising. Bryan-Daunt's time in the mile
(4min. 57f sec.), was good on soft grass; but the outstanding
performance was the breaking of two School Records (Long
Jump and Weight) by Whitham who already held the record
for the 100 yards. He also won the Quarter Mile, 220 Yards,
100 Yards and Hurdles.

Among the juniors the most promising performer was
Fladgate, who should become, with care and training, no mean
athlete. Eglington also, among others, shows promise.

Results:-

One Mile. Bryan-Daunt, 1; Barry ma., 2; Sharpe ma., 3.
Time, 4 min. 57f sec.

Half Mile (oPetl). Peddie, 1 ; Bryan-Daunt, 2; Sharpe ma., 3.
Time, 2 min. ut sec.

Half Mile (under 16). Attwater, 1; Eglington, 2.
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Quarter Mile (open). Whitham, 1; Pouschine, 2; Martin, 3.
Time, 56 sec.

Quarter Mile (under 16). Eglington, 1; Attwater,2. Time,
6It sec.

Quarter Mile (under 15), Fladgate, 1; Green, 2.

220 Yards (open). Whitham, 1; Peddie,2. Time, 27 sec.

220 Yards (under 14). Fladgate, I; Ladenburg,2.

100 Yards (open). Whitham, I; Peddie,2. Time, lOt sec.

100 Yards (under 16). Kendal mi., I; Spedding, 2. Time,
12tsec.

100 Yards (under 15). Fladgate, I; Green mi., 2. Time,
12 sec.

100 Yards (under 14). Fladgate, 1; Ladenburg,2. Time,
12g sec.

120 Yards Hurdles (oPeu). Whitham, I; Wright,2. Time,
19 sec.

120 Yards Hurdles (under 16). Eglington, I; Kendal mi., 2.
Time, 19! sec.

High Jump (open). Witherby ma., 1; Bond, 2. Ht. 1It in.

Highjump (under 16). Kendal mi., 1; Forrester,2. 4ft. Hin.

Long.J1I1ltp (open). Whitham, 1; Peddie,2. 20 ft. 5t in.
School Record: previous record, 20ft. Hin. by H.C.Partridge,
1921.

Long jump (lIllder 16). Kendalmi.,I; Attwater,2. 14ft.IO~in.

Long jump (ut/der 15). Greig, I; Green mi., 2. 14ft. lOin.

Long Jump (under 14). Ladenburg, 1. 14 ft. 5 in.

Cricket Ball (open). Neve, 1; Duncan,2. 91 yds. 5 ft.

Cricket Ball (tmder 15). Grieg, 1; Keary,2. 64 yds.
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Putting the Weight (14 lb.) (open). Whitham,1 j Stanton,2.
36ft. 2in. School Record: previous record, 34 ft. 2 in. by K.
Langaard, 1905.

CRICKET.

Owing to the unfortunate limitations imposed by the weather
upon the play of what promises to be one of the best school
sides for many years, a report of the solitary match which has
been played at the date of going to press is held over until the
July number. But we offer our heartiest congratulations to
J. A. N unn and his team upon their fine performance against
Westminster.

CORRESPONDENCE.

[Tbe Editors of The Shirbllrnian do not hold tbemselves responsible for
the opinions expressed by contributors.]

To tbe Editor of rite ShirbllrniatJ.
Dear Sir,

We think many Sbirburnians wiII agree with •• Felix" in voicing a popular
grievance. But. would it not be possible to run the Tuck Sbop for tbe
benefit of the School by putting in a manager under a School committee.
who perhaps might be an O.S. fallen on bad days? The prices now charged
for many things surely show too large a profit! viz.. 6d. for a poached
egg on toast. when eggs are selling retail at 1/6 per dozen.

Yours truly,

PAST & PRESENT.
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HOUSES.
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The School House (a).
James', Curteis', Wood's, Whitehead's, Wildman's, Carey's (b).

Tancock's, Wilson's, Dunkin's, Bensly's (c).
Blanch's, Bell's, Bensly's, Tindall's, Fox's (d).

Hetherington's, Rhoades', Hodgson's, King's, Elderton's (f).
Milford's, Ross's (g I.

O'Hanlon's (h).
Town (T).

Preparatory (Prep.).
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